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Missoula residents
who drive diesel
vehicles will soon be
able to show their
environmentally con-
scious sides when they fuel up, if they’re
willing to pay a little extra at the pump.
Sustainable Systems L.L.C., which makes
and supplies the biodiesel used in the
University of Montana Bio-Bus, is planning
to install a public pump at a Missoula Cenex
station, said Shannon Therriault, air-quality
specialist at the Missoula City-County
Environmental Health Division.
David Max, vice president of operations
at Sustainable Systems, said the biodiesel
provided by the new pump, which is set to
open Nov. 17, can be used in any diesel
vehicle without modifications. The
biodiesel, he said, will cost between 20 and
25 cents more per gallon than petroleum
diesel.
Biodiesel makes diesel engines run more
smoothly, Max said, and people can fill up
their tanks with petroleum diesel at the
pump one day and use biodiesel the next. 
“It’s really adaptable,” he said.
But the most attractive aspect of the new
fuel, Max said, is the way it could improve
Missoula’s environmental health through
cleaner vehicle emissions.
“The pump is a significant opportunity to
generate some excitement in cleaning up the
air in Missoula,” he said.
Biodiesel was developed about 20 years
ago at the University of Idaho using peanut
oil, Max said, and has since spread national-
ly to places such as Yellowstone National
Park, where all park vehicles use biodiesel.
Max said the new pumps would provide
B20 biodiesel, a blend made with 20 percent
biodiesel and 80 percent petroleum diesel.
Some biodiesels are made completely
from renewable, vegetable-based materials,
but Max said biodiesel, like all diesel, can
Kathy Burgmeier, director of Internal
Audit at the University of Montana, found
the solution to her shortage of baked
pumpkin seeds yesterday.
On a small grassy knoll in the Mansfield
Mall, students inclined to give treats to the
hungry this Halloween peddled pumpkins
grown at a local organic farm.
Student volunteers sold pumpkins grown
at the PEAS garden located in the
Rattlesnake Valley. Volunteers did not
know how much money was raised as of
Friday, but described the fund-raiser as
successful. The money raised will be
donated to Montana food banks.
Burgmeier bought her pumpkin with
intentions to make pumpkin pie and bake
seeds. Her friend, Norma Nickerson,
bought hers to carve.
“Just give me a good one,” said
Nickerson, associate research professor
and director of the Institute for Tourism
and Recreation Research at UM. 
After denying the first one she was
handed — it was too flat — volunteers
found a more rounded pumpkin for her. 
“This one’s just perfect,” she said.
Nickerson and four student volunteers
shied from bitter winds while they dug
through pumpkins in all shapes and sizes
that were piled into a “manure spitter”
from the farm.
Big pumpkins were $4, and small pump-
Chelsea DeWeese
For the Kaimin
Russell Merrit has explanations for most of his creepy experiences while working in
Jeannette Rankin Hall more than a decade ago. The footsteps on the second floor were
just the floor boards settling. The well-timed flickering of the hanging ceiling light was
an electricity problem, even though electricians found nothing wrong with it.
But Merrit, a custodian for more than 20 years, can’t explain away the moving win-
dows.
One night in Rankin Hall, Merrit locked all the second-floor windows to seal the place
tight. He walked downstairs to continue his sweep of the building, when he suddenly
feared the mezzanine above him would collapse.
Thump, thump, thump, thump, thump went the sound from upstairs and the one in
his chest.
He waited. Nothing fell upon him.
Merrit ran up the U-shaped staircase to the top floor, where he discovered someone
didn’t appreciate his securing the windows.
They were all wide open, Merrit said, with the latch on each still in the locked posi-
tion. No one was around.
Merrit told his account to a Kaimin group hours before its stay in Jeannette Rankin
Hall. It was the primer for a night that promised to be full of the supernatural, but
panned out less so.
Pumpkin peddlers raise
funds for food banks
Jessica Wambach
Kaimin Reporter
New pump will offer
biodiesel to Missoula
See BIODIESEL, Page 12
Growth policy at center
of City Council elections
University of
Montana freshman
Joel Kassler fears that
after next Tuesday’s
elections, student
issues will begin to
disappear from the
new City Council’s agenda. 
“My highest priority is trying to find a
candidate that will follow through with stu-
dent issues and concerns,” Kassler said, “and
not just say they will.”
Current City Council members and student
leaders agree that issues that effect students
are at the forefront of next Tuesday’s elec-
tion.
There are six City Council seats up for
grabs.
Matt Singer, ASUM student political
action director, said that while the most
important issue in the election is growth pol-
icy, the election highlights the struggle stu-
dents face in getting their concerns addressed
by the city.
“Students should be voting in the election
because other people in this community are
portraying the vote as one between the true
Missoulian and the real troublemakers and
hell-raisers, the students,” Singer said.
ASUM President Aaron Flint agreed that
student concerns need to be heard. He said a
candidate’s willingness to work with students
outweighs any specific policy positions.  
“I’m looking for people who really want
to work for students,” Flint said.
About 4,800 students are registered to
vote, a number which constitutes 13 percent
of Missoula.
Ward 1 Councilwoman Lois Herbig, who
is not up for re-election, said that this elec-
tion is especially important for students
because the most controversial issues can
change everything from where they live to
who they live with.
“If students do not turn out to vote they
could see big changes in their day-to-day
Madeleine Creevy & Jessie Piedfort
Kaimin Reporters
See ELECTION, Page 12
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Biodiesel could
improve
Missoula’s air
quality
UM students
make up 13
percent of
Missoula’s 
voters
Ahmed Emmad
hands a pumpkin
to Anna Stack
outside the UC
Wednesday. The
organic pumpkins
Emmad was sell-
ing were grown at
the PEAS farm.
David Erickson/For the
Kaimin
See PUMPKIN, Page 12
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Every week the editorial staff of the Kaimin gives a cut-to-the-chase
summary of some of the week’s news events, and our opinion on
them.
City council elections: Perk up.
Hey, there are real issues coming up, like occupancy standards,
that affect actual UM students. So maybe you should pay attention
and think about who you’re electing to the City Council. Because if
all the students got together and helped make a decision, it could
certainly tip the scales in one direction.
Impaled pumpkin on Main Hall: Astonished gaze.
The speck of orange atop the stately symbol of the University
creates a humorous, humbling effect. The question that arises is not
what the intentions of the prank were, however, but rather how the
anonymous prankster crawled on that sketchy high crest while tot-
ing a big heavy pumpkin. An impressive show of fearlessness, or
irresponsible stupidity? 
Cellular phone deal: Arched brow.
Another exclusive contract might be good, that is, if it saves UM
money. This new deal should be kosher unless Cellular One or
Verizon has some nasty human rights abuses in its past for CAJA to
dig up. We hope there aren’t any skeletons in the phone companies’
closets.
Renting from Missoula landlords: Boo.
It’s not worth complaining anymore. Big management company
or private landlord — you’re going to pay a lot and be treated like a
potential terrorist. The only other alternative is the dorms. We don’t
have to tell you why you don’t want to do that.
Halloween festivities: Boo.
Turns out UM isn’t as haunted as expected. In fact, it’s rather bor-
ing. Maybe this will put to rest some of those old rumors about
ghosts and spirits. Or maybe that’s just what we want you to think.
Monte leaving UM: Boo.
We gave this item a “Boo” because that’s what the next Monte is
going to hear plenty of. Following up the current Monte, voted the
mascot of the year last year, won’t be fun for the “lucky” pick.
Good luck trying to run into the goal post at full speed, buddy. 
ASUM supports equality in fund-raising: Right on.
MontPIRG, to some extent a political group, is not so universally
embraced that it should be the only student group allowed to put a
voluntary fee on students’ bills. If they can do it, any legitimate stu-
dent group should be able to. Potential problem: Itemization of stu-
dent group fees could create a complicated University tuition bill
and ultimately takes representative power away from the officers we
elect each spring.
The Peanut Gallery is written 
by the editorial staff of the Kaimin
Peanut Gallery
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The Montana Kaimin, in its 106th year, is
published by the students of The
University of Montana, Missoula. The UM
School of Journalism uses the Montana
Kaimin for practice courses but assumes
no control over policy or content. 
Send letters to the editor to
letters@kaimin.org or drop them off in
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KAIMIN is a Salish word for paper.
Halloween
This week I noticed it was Halloween and
found myself — yet again — without a costume
as the date got down to the wire.
Costumes are a huge pain to me. It really began
when I got too old to wear the cheap polyester
threads from the costume shop. Instead I was
forced to wear a conglomerate of things I found in
a box in our basement. The results were not pret-
ty.
As I got older I just started to ignore the holi-
day all together. I’d settle down in the couch and
enjoy a nice bowl of Smarties all to myself.
In college I discovered Halloween is a huge
deal. It is the party holiday of the year; an excuse
to get smashed and wear funny clothes at the
same time.
Several costume ideas have gone by the way-
side for me.
I wanted to be Carmen Sandiego, but could not
find the red detective’s trenchcoat.
A friend of mine who is similar in height and
build thought it would be cool if we were the
Twins from the most recent Matrix movie. While
this was a rad idea, it involved finding two identi-
cal white suits with sharp-looking trenchcoats.
Not exactly plausible. Not to mention the difficul-
ty in securing identical white dreadlocks.
Other plans fell apart due to either lack of funds
or motivation: a character from Tron, Mathman
from Square One, Balki from Perfect Strangers,
Bob Saget. 
This year I’m settling, I think, for a pair of
horn-rimmed glasses and a skinny black tie. I am
going to try and look like a 1960s average white-
collar Joe. I think I can actually pull this off. 
Ye olde column cliche: spam
If you were to judge me based on the junk e-
mails I get, you’d probably think I was really,
really screwed up.
This is no joke, since June 1, I have received at
least 7,000 junk e-mail messages in my mailbox. 
Throughout the last few months I’ve been
checking in on what spam messages I’ve been
getting. They seem to follow a certain pattern.
One week I’ll be getting ads for Xanax, the
next, prescription drugs in general, and of course
later Viagra. Lately, there seems to be a real push
for some kind of penis-enlargement patch. Yikes.
Sometimes, more creative spam messages come
through with vague, unisex names. I look at them
and think, “Hmm. Maybe I met this person a long
time ago at a camp or something. I should check
this out.”
Ehh. Wrong. “Irma Odon” tells me about “A
revolutionary new service connecting cheating
wives with single men.”
Recently the University said it was thinking
about getting a spam filter to take care of our e-
mails. I’m thinking that’s a great idea. 
Also, the U.S. Senate is passing legislation to
make spamming harder. But spam lobbyists —
yes, they exist — are fighting to keep that law
from going through. No matter what laws they
make, though, spammers will find a way.
I am unlucky enough to have an e-mail address
that will probably never change, so I’m stuck
being asked to buy Vicodin and other “cheap
meds” for the rest of my life.
Animal management
When my friend Chase screamed “Bear!” when
I turned the corner in the car, my gut reaction was
to follow.
It was the middle of a frigid Saturday night and
we were parked on a street near my house in the
Rattlesnake. Ten feet from the driver’s side win-
dow a medium-sized black bear had lumbered
down a draw and disappeared from sight. I read-
ied my camera, as it has been a personal mission
for many years to photograph the bear that has
made a habit of destroying my garbage can. 
We were going to leave when the bear’s ears
and eyes poked over the edge of the draw. It was
getting closer.
Somewhere around this point Chase looked out
the passenger window and saw two baby bear
cubs staring at us.
It was a collective “Oh, shit!” moment for all
involved. Chase and I were in a direct line
between one of the most inseparable forces in
nature: Momma bear and baby bear. 
Disaster was averted: the family reunited and
we drove along. 
This is one of the special charms about
Missoula that makes this town so unique. The
urban/wildlife interface is great. With speed limits
as slow as this town makes them, hitting the ani-
mals never seems to be a problem. Which is why I
find it strange that the city is considering the
elimination of excess deer from the neighbor-
hoods. Hey, I like the deer, bears and skunks that
walk around my garage looking for food. Hell,
they’re cute. I see no need to get all fussy about
getting them out of town. Let’s just let them be.
Chris Rodkey
Squirrel Talk
Halloween dilemma: Balki or Tron?
Make a difference, vote.
An open letter to the students of the
University of Montana — vote!
I have had the opportunity to live extended
periods of time in two countries where peo-
ple could not vote. Further, I have visited
many more countries and heard repeatedly
how lucky Americans are to have this right. 
Yet in our last local election (in Missoula),
11 percent of the voters turned out. Sad. I
would like to share some observations from
my ‘door knocking’ as a candidate. In meet-
ing all types of people, I have classified them
into three categories:
A. The “I don’t cares” — people who
don’t vote (while flying Old Glory from their
front porch) because “My vote doesn’t mat-
ter”; “I don’t have the time”; “Everything is
so screwed up it can’t be changed” and final-
ly “I don’t want to do jury duty”.
B. The “I vote — but what are the issues?”
— people who vote only when it can directly
affect them, or vote for the candidate with
the nice name (or good looks). I should men-
tion friends and friends-of-friends voters
here. 
C. Finally, the “true voter” — people who
know some, if not all of the issues and candi-
dates positions on them. People who know
their vote counts. Some of these true voters
promote a candidate they feel strongly about
by giving time an/or money to the campaign.
You can spot these people by the tell-tale
yard signs. These citizens know collective
changes can be made or things can stay the
same. 
As students, you can make a difference. I
would suggest if you are not registered —
register for the next election — do not be
afraid of jury duty — it is a privilege and a
right. 
If you are registered, I urge you to do the
following:
Either pick an issue or form a question
(like — what are your views on our tuition?
Or What are your views on the Missoula
rental market?) Then call each of the candi-
dates in your ward and ask them their opin-
ion. I stress call them, believe me, they better
be glad you called and eager to give you
their thoughts. If they are reluctant, do you
want an official who is not willing to share
their ideas with the public?
It does not take an inordinate amount of
time either. Information is available — phone
numbers, ward boundaries and poling loca-
tions from the elections office or usually
from the candidates themselves. 
You will find it does not take long to be up
on the issues and vote. Ask yourself, do you
want 11 percent of our people deciding your
fate? Elections in Missoula have been
won/lost by nine votes. The UM students can
make a difference, you have the power. You
are the leaders of tomorrow so I urge you to
start leading today by knowing the issues,
supporting a candidate and above all — vote. 
Alan. C Ault
Letters 
to the editor
Officials at Chico State
University said Thursday they are
close to making a decision on a
new president, and that when the
final candidate is selected, they
may start their job as early as
January.
UM Provost Lois Muir had a
final interview Thursday at Chico
State, where she is competing with
one other candidate to become that
university’s president.
Muir said she was encouraged
to apply for the job, although she
would not say by whom.
Chico State spokeswoman
Colleen Bentley-Adler said the
search committee did not reach a
decision Thursday, but was expect-
ed to announce its decision soon.
Muir, 55, has been UM’s
provost since 2000. Earlier this
month she said she was attracted
to Chico because it has many sim-
ilarities with UM, but added that it
would be hard for her to leave
Missoula.
-- Natalie Storey
SPORTING GOODS & Sons
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Car Accident Victims:
A new free report has recently been released that reveals information every car accident
victim should have before they speak to anyone. Research shows that even a “fender
bender” can cause pain, headaches, loss of energy, fatigue, irritability and even arthritis.
Many car accident victims worry more about their car than they do their rights. If you have
been involvd in an auto accident, listen to the toll-free recorded message by calling:
1-800-800-4960 ext. 9893.
The call is free and so is the report.
Car Accident Victims
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Weatheror not
Accuracy Watch
Calendar of Events
High:
Low: 9 Partly cloudy
Kaimin Weather - “So accurate --- it’s scary.”
What is it with Halloween and being cold? They just HAVEto go together, don’t they? Well, it’s going to be coldtonight, coldest it’s been all season, in fact. There looks to
be a small weather disturbance moving through on Sunday which
might bring a few snow showers but all in all, it’s going to be cold
and partly cloudy for the next few days. Bundle up.
The Montana Kaimin is committed to accuracy in its
reports. If you think the Kaimin has committed an
error of fact, please call 243-2394 or e-mail 
editor@kaimin.org and let us know. If we find a 
factual error was made, we will correct it on this page. 
Friday, Oct. 31
Haunted House  
Alpha Phi Sorority - 1107 Gerald Ave.
5:30- 8:30 p.m.
Entrance is one can of food or $1 per child,
ghost, or goblin. Expect plenty of spooky sounds,
spider webs, and fake blood ... or is it real?
Halloween Costume Contest
Food Zoo, Lommasson
Center — 5:00 p.m.
All ye devils, pirates, cops,
elves and school girls, unite! It’s
time for the real deal, the all-out,
cut-throat Food Zoo costume
contest. This one’s for blood. 
Food Drive
Davidson Honors College — 5:30 - 7:30
p.m.
Volunteers for the Trick-or-Eat, a canned food
drive for the Missoula Food Bank. Although you
will be filling pillow cases with tin cans instead
of sugary goodness, you will also be filling some-
one else’s cabinets. 
Another Haunted House
Sigma Phi Epsilon- 201 University Ave. —
7:00 - 10:00 p.m.
Items for the Kaimin Calendar of Events can be sent to edi-
tor@kaimin.org. The Kaimin does not guarantee publication
of all submissions.
Open for all ages.  Bring one can of food or
one dollar.  Guaranteed to shock and awe. 
Saturday, Nov. 1
Corn Field Corn Maze
Victor (Hwy 93) — 6:00 - 10:00 p.m.
LAST NIGHT to go get the crap scared out  of
you in six acres of corn! Bring a
warm coat and possibly a portable
defibrillator if you tend to scare
easily and need to restart your
heart. Cost for just the maze is $7
for adults, $5 for kids. To see all
the attractions, $15 adults, $11
kids. The cost of a portable defib-
rillator: we’re not sure.
Monday, Nov. 3
Physical Therapy Massage Clinic
Skaggs Building — 6:30 - 9:00 p.m.
Seriously, stop begging your friends for mas-
sages and head over to the Physical Therapy
Clinic for a real one. It does cost $9 for 20 min-
utes and $16 for 40 minutes. However, massages,
like all good things, eventually come to an end.
(in this case Nov. 13).
Kaimintober
28
Column incorrect
A Kaimin sports column incorrectly identified Grizzly
basketball player Chris McKay. He is actually a cen-
ter. Muir’s fate at Chico State to be decided soon
They Only Come Out at Night:
T h e  H a u n t i n g  o f
t h e  U n i v e r s i t y  o f
M o n t a n a  
As part of an unprecedented project the
entire Montana Kaimin staff fanned out
across five buildings on the University of
Montana campus to seek out haunting tales
and supernatural visions.
“Team Kaimin Coverage 2003” found 
stories of grown men scared to tears, dead
animals with yellow eyes and strange 
hallways and stairways that led to nowhere.
They also found UM may not be as haunted
as some believe.
Read their tales within.
Bret Ferris/Spooky Kaimin
The halls of the Botany Building are filled with twists and turns that can make even the strongest of heart weep from fear. 
The Montana Kaimin would like to wish
you a Happy Halloween.  But it can’t,
since it is paralyzed with fear brought
about by our extensive supernatural
investigation.
Over 50 years ago, when Brantlyand Corbin halls were stilldorms, legend has it that a
young women took her life in the base-
ment with a metal comb, and some say
her spirit still haunts the narrow pas-
sageways and dark corridors of the
building. 
Last night, after the doors were
locked the staff had gone home, five of
the Kaimin staff roamed the halls and
picked through the ruins of the base-
ment, looking for the remnants of her
soul. 
On our way to the
basement, Cheslea
D. had to make a pit
stop in the bathroom
of the first floor.
Even though the
halls and bathroom were lighted, she
refused to go alone. 
With toilets on one side and showers
on the other, the bathroom was an eerie
reminder that the hall was once a dorm.
While entertaining Chelsea D. with
conversation, Natalie stumbled upon
some clues. She found the verses of a
song scratched on a scrap of yellow
legal paper, a discarded adhesive wrap-
per, a news clipping with a snarling
dog on it and color photo.
“Is it the dead girl’s boyfriend hold-
ing a fish?” Natalie said, referring to
the picture.
But we decided to disregard the
papers and head downstairs. Josh cow-
ered behind, attempting to scare every-
one with intermittent blood-curdling
screams, while Wack took the lead, try-
ing to be the “big man.”
While wandering the halls of the
basement, we encountered a smaller
hall — the wing that UM forgot. After
gingerly picking our way through
abandoned office equipment and peek-
ing into spiderweb-laced holes in the
walls, we discovered a staircase lead-
ing to nowhere, as the ceiling interrupt-
ed its ascent. 
Around the corner was a fenced-off
storage area containing nothing but
papers and a lone black rocking chair.
As we stood on our tip toes peering
through the holes in the chicken wire
fencing, loud footsteps echoed on the
roof above us. 
Startled, Alisha spun around and saw
the shadow of a figure standing at the
end of the corridor. It turns out it was
just Josh’s shadow, his arms raised as
he attempted to
scare us again. 
But the pounding
of footsteps above
continued. 
Could this be it,
we wondered? Was it the spirit of the
girl, angered by our presence?
Actually, it was another false alarm
— our Team Kaimin Rover Chris
Rodkey was banging on the door with
a bat.
It wasn’t until about 2:30 a.m. that
we realized we were not alone. Alisha
noticed light illuminating through the
cracks of an office door. Natalie
opened the door to find a man standing
there buttoning a half-open shirt.
“What are you doing?” he asked,
visibly disturbed by our presence. We
stood frozen even he closed the door.
Sensing we had not left, the man
opened it again.
“Is this a search?” he asked.
We assured him it wasn’t, and
moved on.
If a young woman who committed
suicide does still haunt the halls of
Corbin and Brantly, she chose not to
disclose her presence to us last night.
“Who wants to do crime when it’s
this cold out?” Josh asked.
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The University of Montana’s BotanyBuilding is a graveyard of sorts.But the dead inside the near century-old
building aren’t buried – they’re exposed to the
world.
Some lie with their eyes shut, unmoving behind
glass coffins.
Others pose with eyes clamped open, stiff and
cold, with brown fur matted to their necks.
These deer, birds and rodents died long before
many students set foot on this campus, and they’re
destined to stay, stuffed and preserved, for years to
come. They’re displays from the
UM’s Zoological Collection,
which is managed out of the
Botany Building.
During the day, faculty mem-
bers and students from the bio-
logical sciences and environmen-
tal studies groups work in the
complex.
But at 11 p.m., the dead animals are the sole
inhabitants of the complex, except for our group of
Kaimin reporters and the keeper of the building.
Custodian David Crawley pushes a long-handled
broom over the squeaky floor of the basement,
whistling softly.
“This campus used to be a battleground,” he
says, resting for a moment. “The Crow and
Blackfeet used to battle here — that’s one of the
reasons I think there’s haunting.”
He chuckles a bit.
“And then there’s the dead animals all over the
place,” he says.
He fumbles in his pockets until finding a key to
the environmental laboratory a few doors down.
The lab is perhaps the eeriest part of the building,
which is the fifth oldest building on campus, he
says.
He opens the door to reveal a deer head mount-
ed on the wall, its eyes yellow and beady. Further
ahead are dirty freezers and refrigerators chained
shut. Ancient equipment and computers are pushed
against the wall.
“People complain of getting creepy vibes here,”
Crawley says, then abruptly turns around, motion-
ing for us to follow. He locks the door behind us.
Crawley finishes his work for the night and
turns off most of the lights, assuring us that if any-
thing haunts this building, it’s not evil. In fact, he
feels that any spirits in the
building are at rest.
“I feel pretty comfortable
working here,” he says as he
leaves, a slight smile creeping
across his mouth.
Two floors up, sprawled on
the floor of a lecture hall,
sports reporter Danny Davis
falls asleep. Other group members elect to explore.
Alex Strickland, arts reporter and designer,
makes his way to the second floor, where a Coke
Machine suddenly hums to life. 
Bret Ferris finds himself on the Oval chasing
white-tail deer.
Features editor Kat Sather walks to the base-
ment, where a noise startles her and sends her into
the men’s bathroom to hide. She stands on a toilet
seat, and hears the door swing open.
Footsteps make their way across the cold tile.
Suddenly they stop.
Sather holds her breath.
There is an unzipping, and copy editor Cory
Walsh proceeds to relieve himself.
The group’s stay begins at 9:50
p.m. with Adam Weinacker enter-
ing the building by himself.
His only journal entry of the
night is at this time: Adam enters
JRH ... Alone. Walks upstairs,
looks around, freaked out by man
walking downstairs. The scaring
has begun.
The man was working late in the
building and jangled his keys on
his way out.
Fred Miller, Chelsi Moy and
Rachel Cavanaugh arrive about 15
minutes later. Team Kaimin in
Jeannette Rankin is complete.
The team systematically works
through the building, closing win-
dows and reordering chairs in
classrooms to see what moves later
on in the night. 
Upstairs, Chelsi and Rachel
freeze, gaping at a classroom
chalkboard with a cryptic message:
“We see you.”
The group is uneasy, but Adam
confesses to writing it on the board.
The group calls him nasty
names.
In the basement of the building,
the group wanders the catacombs
that wind and dead end. The floors
are beyond squeaky. Rachel opens
the door to a storage closet and
shines her flashlight on another
chalkboard. A creepy chalk-face
stares back at her. She squeals.
The closet smells inhumanly
foul, and there is some sort of
noise. 
Wham! A door slams upstairs.
Fred starts swearing at the ghost
that is supposed to haunt the build-
ing. Chelsi and Rachel poke Adam
to go first and check out what’s
going on.
The four near the stairs and a
figure slowly walks down. Chelsi
and Rachel jump and freak out,
yelling and grabbing each other. 
It’s Chuck Bordell, the custodi-
an. He’s wearing headphones,
which Fred’s threats could not per-
meate.
Chuck brings the four to the
truly creepy spots throughout the
building. He shows a narrow room
upstairs. Inside are a shaky ladder
and a portal to the building’s attic.
It’s rumored the ghost lives up
there, Chuck says, himself an affi-
cianado of the paranormal. 
According to him, the building
had even been exorcised at one
time by a medium.
“Ghosts are kind of my pet sub-
ject,” Chuck said.
Chelsi, Fred and Rachel climb
the tall ladder as it gently sways.
They peek into the attic. There’s
nothing but dust, rafters and pigeon
poop.
In the basement the custodian
shows the group a cellar closet
beneath the front stairs of the build-
ing. There’s dirt, brick, steam vents
and boxes of toilet paper.
The night is fairly uneventful
after Chuck leaves the building.
Chelsi and Adam wander through
the upstairs classrooms, pleading
with the ghosts to show their pres-
ence. There’s no answer. 
Meanwhile, Fred and Rachel
take a trip to the basement. Rachel
sets up her camera on its tripod to
experiment with photos in the dark.
She shoots a stange metal statue,
shaped like a bird — possibly a
phoenix, rising from its ashes —
but with sharp, evil spikes on it that
look like they could kill. The build-
ing is definitely creepy, but com-
pletely silent. 
Later, Adam and Chelsi go again
to the basement, this time without a
flash light. It is as dark as a cavern
in some places. But darkness
apparently doesn’t always bring
ghosts.
The night ends at 3:45 a.m. with
no certifiable supernatural experi-
ences. It’s a disappointment for
such a hyped-up building.
The question remains, is the
building really haunted? Or were
the ghosts just  reluctant to show
themselves? 
Merrit the wise
At the end of Merrit’s tale about
the windows flying open, he
described his way of reconciling
with the ghosts. Every night after
his experience, he said, he would
leave the building in a cordial man-
ner.
He would turn to the building
and say, “Goodnight. See you
tomorrow.”
Then, he said, the main light in
the building would flicker in
response, something he could never
recreate when his boss was around.
The ghosts, he said, don’t like it
when you try to out them to other
people. 
He told the Kaimin not to expect
much on it’s ghost adventure.
“You’re looking for them,”
Merrit said. “They ain’t gonna
come out.”
T E A M B O T A N Y B U I L D I N G
Kat Sather, Bret Ferris, Danny Davis, 
Alex Strickland, Cory Walsh
T E A M C O R B I N / B R A N T L Y
Natalie Storey, Alisha Wyman, Josh Drake
Curtis Wackerle, Chelsea DeWeese
T E A M J E A N E T T E R A N K I N H A L L
Adam Weinacker, Chelsi Moy, Rachel Cavanaugh,
Fred Miller, Luke Johnson, 
“This campus used to be a
battleground,” he says, resting
for a moment. “The Crow and
Blackfeet used to battle here —
that’ one of the reasons I think
there’s haunting.”
We discovered a staircase lead-
ing to nowhere, as the ceiling
interrupted its ascent.
Rachel opens the door to a
storage closet and shines her
flashlight on another chalk-
board. A creepy chalk-face
stares back at her.
Bret Ferris/Scary Kaimin
Kaimin reporter Kat Sather leads us down one of the pitch black hallways of Botany Building after
hearing some noises late Wednesday night.  Some staff members came close to soiling their pants
while others hid in horror during the most creepy game of hide ‘n’ seek they have ever been a part
of.
Josh Drake/Scary Kaimin
A team investigates the basement of Brantly Hall for the ghost of a rumored sui-
cide. The only encounters were that of a night janitor and a professor working
late. 
T E A M K A I M I N R O V E R S
Chris Rodkey, Lucas Tanglen
Kenny Varner has only been cleaningMain Hall for a couple months, hetold us, and nothing has haunted him
... yet. 
But Varner said he has heard plenty of sto-
ries, and he’s prepared for anything.
As he led us down the shadowy stairs not
long after midnight, Varner told us about a
former custodian who had a close encounter
with one of Main Hall’s unruly spirits.
The custodian had failed to turn in his keys
at the end of his shift, Varner said, and when
his supervisor went searching, he found a very
haunted employee.
“They found him in the corner of the base-
ment, shaking with fear,” he said. 
After spending the darkest hours of a cold,
windy Wednesday night in Main Hall — the
oldest and by default, most haunted building
on campus — we all agreed that there are
more than just students who walk the hall-
ways of this imposing institutional symbol.
Our chilling tale goes a little something like
this:
Throughout our supernatural investigation,
we faced three constant (and constantly
spooky) inconsistencies in the building. The
phone on the first floor rang faintly and often;
the glass case that holds the fire hose kept
swinging open; and the doorknobs gave a
shock to each hand that attempted to open
them. 
On top of these, a few other otherworldly
occurrences provided us with hair bristling
experiences. 
10:27 p.m. — We were granted access to
the bell tower, a bare, brick room perched on
the crown of Main Hall that holds a carillon
— the organ that controls
the bells. Names of stu-
dents were scratched
carefully into almost
every brick, and a pair of
small, worn-out loafers
sat under the bench.
Kenny took a couple pic-
tures of us. Each turned
out eerily blurred. Bad
camera work by Kenny,
or the work of a supernatural prankster?
10:28 p.m. — Main Hall’s spirit briefly
possessed all of the investigators, causing us
to ring bells over and over. Rovers were less
than understanding about said posession. 
10:47 p.m. — Katie went to the second
floor to open some windows. On her way
back to the second-floor base camp to meet up
with the others, she stumbled upon a class-
room that had yet to be explored. As she
searched for a light switch, the room lit up.
She panicked, flicked off the light and ran
upstairs — winded with fright.
12:00 a.m. — The bells of Main Hall rang
thirteen times.
1:10 a.m. — As Madeleine headed upstairs,
she came to a heavy wooden door. She
reached for it, and before her fingers contacted
the brass knob, the door swung slightly open,
followed immediately by another shock. 
2:50 a.m. — It was late, and Jesse, Jeff and
Austin, feeling restless, went searching for
spooks in the creepy women’s bathroom in the
basement. 
After waiting in vain, they resigned to
return upstairs. Austin led, Jeff followed in
second and Jesse brought up the rear.
Suddenly Jesse stopped, startled, his eyes
bright. He had heard the sounds of footsteps
behind him and realized that a fourth had
joined their group. When he turned around, he
saw nothing.
2:57 a.m. — Their curios-
ity rekindled, the three had
headed back down to the
basement. Further investiga-
tion resulted in nothing. They
again started up the stairs,
listening quietly for foot-
steps. Halfway up the steps,
Jeff turned. 
“Did you hear ...” but
before he could finish, Jesse jumped in. 
“A girl’s voice,” he said.
Standing motionless, they looked back to
see if anyone was behind them, but just as
before, nothing. It seemed as though the hard-
er they looked, the more elusive the spirits
became. 
The three ascended the stairs for the final
time. They would be the last living souls in
Main Hall that night, but they couldn’t help
but wonder about the tormented souls they left
behind. And shudder.
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Although old, dark and musty,the Fine Arts building, as faras we know, is not haunted.
But it’s still kinda creepy.
The Fine Arts Building is depress-
ingly lacking in the ghost depart-
ment. One could go so far as to say
it’s completely ghost-free. This is
especially odd, because the building
seems to have enough dark twisted
corridors to qualify as an MC Esher
wet dream. The Fine Arts team tried
its best to tempt the spirits to come
out and play, but apparently they
were busy. Perhaps ghosting is a
part-time job.  
Kristen’s spookiest moment was
when she found a drawing of a cam-
era on the wall in the main entrance
to have serious sexual connotations.
After conferring with other team
members, Kristen decided the long
telephoto lens, with a rounded tip
looked more like a penis than tele-
photo lens. 
The group then set out on several
tours to find the dark demons of
Fine Arts. However, the only thing
Kristen found spooky about this was
the way Austin walks. He makes
large strides and leans a little to the
left — creepy.
At night, the Fine Arts Building
transforms into its sinister form — a
slightly darker Fine Arts building.
Slightly darker, because apparently
the only way to turn off the lights is
to play around with the circuit
breaker.  (The Kaimin does not
endorse playing with the Fine Arts
circuit breaker, despite how amaz-
ingly, awesomely fun it is.)
The pitch-black elevator rides
were entertaining for Austin, but
ultimately disappointing as far as
ghost sightings go. Ghosts must use
the stairs.
Katie had one of the only truly
scary experiences of the evening
when, after exploring a staircase that
got narrower and narrower as it
descended into the bowels of the
Building, she found herself locked
in a dark, scary room. As she stood
in the darkness, she could hear voic-
es and laughter and see flashes of
light. The experience culminated in
Katie letting out an embarrassing
shriek and the asshat members of
her team bursting into the room and
laughing at her freaked-out outburst.
Team Fine Arts had some unex-
pected help from a young man
named Cliff, who just happened to
be working on a project on the
fourth floor of the Fine Arts
Building. Although Kristen insisted
she knew Cliff, his eagerness in
helping us find the ghost and his
penchant for disappearing made
Team Fine Arts (at the suggestion of
copy chief Lucas Tanglen) wonder if
maybe Cliff was visiting from the
other side ...
T E A M M A I N H A L L
Katie Klingsporn, Scott Bennett, Lisa Hornstein
Madeleine Creevy, Jesse Piedfort, Jeff Windmueller
T E A M F I N E A R T S B U I L D I N G
Katie Aschim, Kristen Cates, 
Nick Wolcott, Austin Modine
We felt a certain amountof consolation knowingwe were the only group
out of the entire project carrying a
baseball bat.
The old Louisville Slugger,
known in the office as the
“Deadline Enforcer,” served
mostly as a security blanket as the
two of us climbed and crawled
our way through many areas of
campus.
10:30 p.m. — Main Hall —
Bells heard ringing at an odd time
of night. Upon closer inspection,
source found to be Main Hall
clock tower. Warning given to
Team Main Hall to keep quiet
with the bells.
11:45 — Botany Building —
Rovers are greeted by Katherine
who says, “You gave us the most
lame building.” Reassured team
that ghosts do
not appear
when you sit
around and
expect them to
come.
11:48 —
Jeanette Rankin Hall —
Surprised to find member of
Team Math Building in JRH.
Explanation: nothing was going
on in Math, so it was ditched.
Again reassured team that
patience is the virtue of choice
tonight, as ghosts will not simply
appear when you ask for them.
Math declared a failure.
11:54 — Main Hall — A little
over one hour into the project,
team Main Hall complains that
ghosts have not appeared yet. In
what is becoming a forehead-
slapping routine for Rovers, team
is told to take it easy and just
relax. 
Midnight — Fine Arts —
Team member Kristen says while
opening door, “There is nothing
scary about this building.” Team
seems to be upset they can not
find a light switch to turn off hall
lights and that uber-scary
University Theatre is locked.
12:07 a.m. — Brantly Hall —
Team member Natalie screams
when Rovers hit door with bat to
ask for entry. First scream of
night.
12:16 — Brantly — After
touring building, walked down
second floor hallway in Corbin.
Lights flicker off and footsteps
heard in stairwell at left. Natalie
ceases to be prime suspect when
she appears at other end of hall-
way. Team Kaimin Rovers are
seriously scared for first time of
the night.
12:31 — JRH — After walk-
ing into a building seemingly
filled with shouting team mem-
bers, we tell group, “Ghosts do
not like loud voices.” On personal
tour of building, Rovers notice
somebody, probably not a ghost,
has written “Jeanette Was Here”
on the white-
board. Clever.
1:04 —
Tunnels — A
glimpse into
the extensive
University tun-
nel system reveals temperatures
so unfathomably warm that
ghosts simply could not survive.
Quickly conclude that there is
nothing haunted about tunnels. 
3:15 a.m. — Brantly — A
look in a women’s bathroom
reveals several articles of clothing
strewn about a long-abandoned
shower stall. Clothing looks fresh.
Fear grips Rovers again.
4:03 a.m. — Fine Arts — All
photographers have gathered in
this building. Surely no ghosts
will arrive when there are four
cameras in the room.
It was somewhere around here
that Team Kaimin Rovers noticed
nearly every building was vacat-
ed. While we had hoped all teams
would remain overnight to fully
describe the experience, it
appeared that most were con-
cerned with sleeping in warm
beds. Perhaps the ghosts won.
They may have scared everyone
away.
At night, the Fine Arts building
transforms into its sinister form
— a slightly darker Fine Arts
building.
In what is becoming a forehead-
slapping routine for Rovers,
team is told to take it easy and
just relax.
As Madeleine headed upstairs,
she came to a heavy wooden
door. She reached for it, and
before her fingers contacted the
brass knob, the door swung
slightly open, followed immedi-
ately by another shock. 
Nick Wolcott/Scary Kaimin
The sink in the Fine Arts Building is damn creepy, especially at three in the morning with the lights off. We didn’t
find any ghosts, but art students are kind of scary.
Lisa Hornstein/Scary Kaimin
Katie Klingsporn (right) attempts to break a safe in the basement of Main Hall while Madeline
Creevy checks out the hallway early Thursday morning. Six members of the Kaimin staff
explored this building to find definite signs of ghosts.
Players fought
cold weather and
each other during
Thursday after-
noon’s men’s intra-
mural soccer cham-
pionship at
Dornblaser Field.
The reigning champs, PlayRZ Club,
defeated Soccer Over Substance in a
fast-paced 4-2 victory that had plenty of
aggressive play.
As the game neared its end each team
was called for penalties as they desper-
ately began to battle for the ball closer,
elbow a little bit more and take the
opposition out at the ankles. With every
collision was a wry eye, an insult or two
and generally a whistle from a referee.
However, in the end, both teams
agreed that in intramurals there is no
bad blood felt on the field.
“It is the final, no matter what team
you play there’ll be a little scuffle,” said
Jason Robinson, captain of the PlayRZ
Club.
After a close first half, both teams had
a reason to get so aggressive.
SOS started the scoring off with an
early goal in the first few minutes of
play. Sean Schaitel was able to break
past the defense and nearly ran over
PlayRZ goalie Stuart Graham, who dove
at Schaitel’s feet but was only able to
get a piece of the ball before it rolled in
the net.
PlayRZ Club utilized a strong inside
passing game and the lack of an offside
rule in intramural play to answer back
with two quick goals that gave them an
early lead. 
“They had a real tough D, and took
advantage of shots,” said SOS goalie
Mike Kelleher.
Aaron Martin scored the team’s first 
when he was left one-on-one with
Kelleher after he received a pass over
the heads of the opposing defense.
After Martin sunk the ball in the net,
teammate Mark Ruby followed suit
when he received a pass that skimmed
by SOS’ defenders and allowed him a
quick shot.
SOS evened it up quickly when
Schaitel caught the PlayRZ Club
defense flat-footed and too far up the
field to stop his second goal, this time
on a breakaway.
Schaitel’s goal was the last in the first
25-minute half, and the last for SOS.
About 10 minutes into the second half
Jeff Albertson scored off a penalty kick
from more than 20 yards out to give
PlayRZ Club the lead. 
SOS tried to even up the score and
was able to get a few shots on goal, but
PlayRZ Club controlled and passed the
ball better on the crowded field.
Juan Carrillo scored the final goal to
give the team some insurance in the last
five minutes of play.
As both teams retired from the field
they shook hands and congratulated
each other, reminding everyone that it
is, after all, just a game.
“It was a great season,” said SOS
sophomore captain Nick Bennett. “I had
no problem with what happened, but
wish we could have played better.”
The PlayRZ club has mostly seniors
who will be able to play the spring soc-
cer season but graduate after that.
Meanwhile, SOS plans to stick around a
little longer.
“We’re a young team playing against
older guys,” Bennett said. “We’ll be
here again, but next year we’ll have the
intramural championship T-shirts on our
backs.”
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WEEKLY OPEN OFFICE HOURS
Fall Semester 2003
Wednesday, November 5 12:00 noon - 2:00 pm
Friday, November 14 9:00 am - 11:00 am
Appointments Appreciated --- 243-2311
Leave  a  message  fo r  the  P res iden t  a t  243-PRES (243-7737)
o r  e -ma i l  a t  p r e s t a lk  @ mso .umt . edu
Reigning champions retain soccer title
Bret Ferris/Montana Kaimin
Team members of the PlayRZ Club and Soccer Over Substance go at it  Thursday afternoon at Dornblaser Field during the men’s
intramural soccer championship.  The PlayRZ Club won 4-2. 
Win and they’re in.
That’s the story for the
University of Montana soc-
cer team, which hopes to
advance to postseason Big
Sky Conference play as it hosts Portland State and
Sacramento State in the final weekend of the regular
season.
“We need a win,” said UM sophomore goalkeeper
Sarah Braseth. “But it would be even nicer to win
both games.”
UM controls its own destiny.
If the Griz are able to win both games this week-
end, they are definitely going to play in the confer-
ence tournament, but the team has no chance of
hosting the tournament.
One win might get the Griz into postseason play,
but that depends on the position of a number of
other teams and whether they win their next few
games.
PSU (1-2-1 conference, 6-9-2 overall) comes to
town Friday to play the Griz (2-2-0 conference, 6-9-
2 overall) at 2 p.m.
The Griz currently hold a one-game advantage
over the Vikings for the last playoff spot.
“We are looking forward to this,” Grizzly head
coach Betsy Duerksen said. “When we have been
home, we have played extremely well. This game is
pretty much the start of our postseason.”
The Vikings still have Katie Miyake, reigning
conference player of the year.
Miyake, a senior midfielder from Bellevue, Wash.,
was the first player in conference history to win
newcomer of the year and MVP honors in the same
season after she tied for the league lead with 10
goals and seven assists. However, she has been in a
slump this year, having registered only one goal and
one assist in 16 games.
While Miyake is struggling, two freshmen have
picked up the scoring slack. Forward Jamie
Blakesley and midfielder Sophia Mundy have com-
bined for 10 goals and four assists.
“PSU is a very good possession team,” Duerksen
said. “They keep the ball well through the midfield,
so the key will be defending that midfield effective-
ly.”
On the defensive side of the ball, PSU is anchored
by senior goalkeeper Joell Giger, who has registered
three shutouts and posted an overall record of 4-8-1.
Meanwhile, the Griz have played 12 of their 17
games on the road and fatigue has been a major
issue for the team.
“It’s nice to be back home,” Braseth said. “We are
really counting on that crowd to help us out.”
Fighting through the fatigue, the Griz have also
been led by a freshman. Forward Lindsey Winans is
currently seventh in the league in total points with
11. 
Junior co-captain Jamie Rizzuto is also playing
well, Duerksen said. Rizzuto is ranked fifth in the
conference with 12 points.
But while the offense has picked up in the last
few weeks, defense continues to carry the team.
Braseth is first in the conference with six shutouts
and second in conference play with 77 total saves.
On Sunday at 1 p.m., Sac State comes to Missoula
for the regular season finale.
“I haven’t heard much about them,” Braseth said.
“We are really more focused on the PSU game right
now. I still hope, though, that Sac is affected by this
cold weather.”
Duerksen agreed.
“Dress warm,” she said.
Griz soccer needs
big weekend to
keep dreams alive
Will Cleveland
Sports Reporter
Montana must
win both games
to make  confer-
ence playoffs
PlayRZ Club
defends men’s
intramural
soccer title in
4-2 win
Jeff Windmueller
Sports Editor
Northern Arizona’s true freshman quarter-
back, Jason Murrietta, has passed for 2,300
yards and 15 touchdowns and will pose a threat
against the University of Montana football
team at 3:35 p.m. Saturday in Flagstaff.
A loss could dash any hopes that UM main-
tains about making the I-AA playoffs for the
eleventh consecutive season.
UM (2-1 league, 6-2 overall) and NAU (4-1
league, 6-2 overall) are currently tied for first
place in the Big Sky Conference.
The 6-foot-1, 215-pound Murrietta, is com-
plemented by the receiving combo of Johnny
Marshall and Clarence Moore, who have com-
bined for 93 catches, 1,500 yards receiving,
and scored 10 touchdowns.
NAU’s defense has seen its biggest improve-
ment allowing only 18.1 points per game.
UM’s defense, on the other hand,
is third in the conference in points allowed per
game (20.6 ppg).
The defense, after allowing 43 points and
533 total yards at Idaho State, rebounded last
week against Portland State, allowing 289
yards and 14 points.
The Griz have struggled the most with their
offense, but have improved under the leader-
ship of junior quarterback Craig Ochs.
In the past two weeks, Ochs has thrown for
almost 500 yards and five touchdowns.
Meanwhile, the running attack has truly car-
ried the Griz this year.
The trio of JR Waller, Justin Green and Lex
Hilliard combined for more than 200 yards on
the ground.
Last year’s meeting saw the Griz dominate
NAU in a 38-24 victory in Missoula.
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Shows: Halloween Night
at 8pm & 10pm
Sat. Night at 8pm & 10pm
Come dressed in your favorite
costume and join fellow volunteers
to collect canned food for the
Missoula Food Bank. Meet at the
Davidson Honors College at 5:30
tonight. Snacks following until
7:30. Bring a bag. Contact the
Office for Civic Engagement at
243-5531 with questions.
Ashley Gorham, a sophomore outside
hitter for the University of Montana vol-
leyball team, doesn’t like to sit on the
bench, but she is making the best of her
current situation.
That is why we decided to promote her
to our starting line-up for 13 Questions.
Kaimin: What is the one rule you
would change to improve the sport of
volleyball and why?
Ashley Gorham: I don’t like time-outs
or the halftime after the second game. I
just don’t like it when the game stops. I
just like to go. My coach teases me that I
should just play 90 minutes in a row.
K: We like a girl on the go. If you
could be any superhero, who would
you be and why?
AG: Superman, without a doubt.
K: Any reason why?
AG: He’s really hunky. No, I’m just
kidding.
K: What do you fear most in life and
why?
AG: Nothing (with a chuckle).
K: Do you like stuff?
AG: I love stuff.
K: Good.
AG: I love good stuff.
K: What’s the best part
about your job?
AG: I get to cheer really
loud! My position right now
doesn’t entail a lot of on-
the-court time. So, my off-
the-court bench time I take
pretty seriously. Because in
all honesty, the bench can
fire up the people on the
court just as much as anyone
else.
K: What’s your favorite personal
hygiene product?
AG: I love toothpaste and floss. Can I
have two?
K: Why not?
AG: I’m a little anal about that. I’m
really into dental hygiene.
K: Are you related to a dentist?
AG: No, but I used to want to be one.
K: The shorts, what’s up
with that? 
AG: We look hot in them.
It’s the only way we can get
fans sometimes. We do what
we can. Plus, that’s what all
the lifting is for. We do all
the lifting and conditioning
because we wear spandex.
It’s better than the underwear
we used to wear.
K: At least you are get-
ting more coverage now. If
your life was a cliche porno
title, what would it be
called and why?
AG: I would have to say,
“Shley’s Seven Minutes in Heaven,”
because “Shley” is my nickname on the
team. I have an obsession with Seven
Minutes in Heaven. Even though I have
never gotten to play it, but I have always
wanted to.
K: Is Dolly Parton still sexy? 
AG: Absolutely. With boobs like that,
how can you not be?
K: Your roommate, Diana Thompson
(a fellow volleyballer), says you are
kind of crazy, but in a good way. Is
this true?
AG: Yeah, but there is nothing wrong
with being crazy. My mom always says,
“It’s OK to be crazy as long as you are
having fun.”
K: If you had the opportunity to
jump off a diving board into a pool
filled with green Jell-O, would you do
it?
AG: Absolutely. Then I would eat my
way out.
K: Let’s go with the random litera-
ture question. In the poetry of
Gertrude Stein, her style has been
described as random or all-together
incomprehensible. Does this piss you
off or are we all just not smart enough
to understand it?
AG: I just think that we’re not smart
enough to understand it. Poetry is all rel-
ative.
Ashley Gorham
Will Cleveland
Sports Reporter
1 3  Q u e s t i o n s : A s h l e y  G o r h a m
The University of Montana’s men’s
and women’s cross-country teams will
battle high elevation and the rest of the
Big Sky runners at the conference cham-
pionships Nov. 1 in Flagstaff, Ariz.
Both UM teams are ranked fourth in
the conference but recent performances
have placed them running as high as sec-
ond in Big Sky.
Leading the men’s squad is junior
Antony Ford who ran a personal best at
the pre-national meet in Cedar Falls,
Iowa, two weekends ago.
The men’s pre-national meet times
would have placed them in front of third-
ranked Montana State University and
tied with second-ranked Weber State.
Meanwhile, the women are led by sen-
ior Kerry Bogner who has been running
consistently at the team’s first place posi-
tion throughout the season.
The women will vie for a third-place
or better finish in the conference meet.
Both UM teams are considered to be
healthy, but the women’s team will be
running without their usually placed No.
3 runner, Shannon Johnson, who has
been out with a leg injury.
Northern Arizona, who will be running
on its home course, is ranked first in the
conference in both men’s and women’s
divisions and is considered to have the
advantage in the near 5,000-foot eleva-
tion.
UM has not competed with NAU this
season.
Grizzly teams head to Northern Arizona for weekend 
Griz gridders face NAU in conference tie-breaker Griz runners face top-ranked Lumberjacks
www.kaimin.org
On their one-shot collaboration
“Champion Sound,” released
Voltron-style under the name
“Jaylib,” Madlib and Jay Dee keep
alive the longstanding hip hop tra-
dition of producers who sound bet-
ter behind the boards than in front
of a mic, taking turns rhyming over
each other’s spaced-out, bass-heavy
beats.
Madlib has become a star in
underground hip hop since “The
Unseen” was released in 2000,
showing up in Spin’s top 20 along-
side Radiohead and the White
Stripes and producing three albums
this year alone: “Shades of Blue,” a
collection of remixes and covers
from the Blue Note catalog, a privi-
lege previously only bestowed on
Us3; Stone’s Throw labelmate
Dudley Perkin’s much anticipated,
rarely enjoyed “A Lil’ Light,” and
half of fellow Lootpack member
Wildchild’s debut, “Secondary
Protocol.”  
Jay Dee interned with A Tribe
Called Quest’s production team The
Ummah, working on their “Beats,
Rhymes, and Life,” and “The Love
Movement,” produced on Q-Tip’s
solo album “Amplified,” has credits
with Macy Gray and is a current
member of Slum Village.  
The weird concept of rhyming
over each other’s beats instead of
their own doesn’t hurt the album,
since they alternate tracks, letting
you hear their production side by
side. 
With the balance between their
rhyming abilities and production
skills skewed toward the latter,
some tracks dare you to pay atten-
tion to the lyrics instead of cranking
the bass up and zoning out to the
production. 
However, they keep the songs
short and have fun with their
rhymes, with Jay Dee sticking to
personality-free battle raps instead
of trying to win any poetry awards
and Madlib throwing in a little sto-
rytelling that suits his slow motion,
monotone voice. Madlib has a
slower flow than Jay Dee, but he
throws off some better lines, like
“Y’all n***** must be outta your
heads if your system ain’t up to the
red” on “The Red.” Jay Dee raps
like a producer, dedicating a full
verse of “The Mission” to trashing
critics, whom he foresees with John
Edwards-like pyschic abilities cri-
tiquing his rhymes. It’s actually one
of the funniest lines he throws off
on the whole album, calling jour-
nalists “hermits” and threatening
that his beats will give them gonor-
rhea-like symptoms if played at
inappropriate volume levels. 
The energy level in the front of
the mix raises with the presence of
collaborators real (Talib Kweli) and
imagined (Quasimoto, Madlib’s
alter-ego, much like Slim Shady). A
noted drug enthusiast, Madlib has
said Quasimoto was the result of
excess studio time, reel-to-reel tape,
and mushrooms. With beats like
“The Official” and “Survival Test,”
you can’t help but imagine what the
album would be like with some
more collaborations or pinch rap-
pers brought in. The production
rings in your head long after the
CD is over, but you’ll struggle to
remember many of the rhymes.
The album has an unpolished
mix tape feel to it, and never
descends into a Madlib vs. Jaydee
battle. For the most part, they steer
away from the unending filler skits
that clog up most rap albums, with
the exception of a pseudo-commer-
cial for “Marijuana Helper,” which
is presumably only funny if you’ve
ingested the product in question. 
The album is easier to recom-
mend for those who develop nerv-
ous twitches knowing they don’t
know every track Madlib’s ever
appeared on, but DJ’s and everyone
else can be thankful that instrumen-
tal versions of the album are avail-
able, where you can hear the music
without the rough rhymes. 
Sound samples for the KaZaa-
impaired are available at www.ston-
esthrow.com.
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Music Review by:
Cory Walsh
“Jaylib” worth a listen for production alone
The UC ballroom will be filled with people
do-si-do’ing Saturday night from 8 p.m. to 11
p.m at the Missoula Folklore Society’s largest
contra dance of the year.
Contra dancing is a 200-year-old American
tradition, said Vicki Watson, the Folklore
Society treasurer and Environmental Studies
professor at UM.
It was developed so large groups of people
could dance together in narrow barns. Watson
said anthropologists think this type of dancing
was a way to keep communities together in
early America.
“How can you be mad at someone you’re
dancing with?” Watson said. 
The dance itself consists of two lines of peo-
ple facing each other. There are hundreds of
individual moves that can be performed, most of
which are similar to square dancing. A caller
leads the dance by calling out which move
should be performed and the lines dance togeth-
er, then move on to the next person. 
The music at these events is provided by local
bands playing Appalachian music and Irish jigs
on fiddles, guitars, mandolins and penny whis-
tles.
Beginners who have never contra danced
before can attend a workshop at 7:30 p.m. the
night of the dance. The workshop will teach
dancers the basic moves they will need to know
when the dancing gets started. The dances start
simply and get progressively more difficult as
the night goes on, Watson said, but everyone
picks it up pretty fast. 
Experienced dancers attend these events too,
like Watson, who has been contra dancing for 30
years.
“As long as you have enough experienced
people mixed with beginners it moves along,”
she said. “And if it collapses everyone laughs.”
For those who feel the dances have become too
hard or are just tired, experienced dancers are
“wonderful to watch,” and add finesse to the
dance, she said.
The Folklore Society is made up of about 200
members from the Missoula area that try to pre-
serve certain traditions. They put on dances the
1st and 3rd Thursdays of the month from
October through May and host folk concerts
throughout the year. The events are run almost
entirely by volunteers which allows cover
charges to be donated largely to the Missoula
Community Center fund. 
The group is hoping that with a community
center, they could expand their activities to
include folk-life exhibits. But mostly, they
would like space to expand their dances. “We
usually have about 80 people,” said Mike
Sweet, folklore society member. “We’d have
more but we don’t have space.” 
Sweet said the dances boast people from high
school-age all the way to the over-60 crowd. 
Extra space is important to the group, which
doesn’t see contra dancing going away anytime
soon.
“If it’s been around this long,” Sweet said, “it
will probably be around a lot longer.”
Alex Strickland
Kaimin Reporter
Folklore Society turns back clock, dances
Aries (March 21-April 20)
*** Halloween is a scary,
vicious, bloody day for
most — but not for
Hallmark. It’s their 15th biggest
holiday seller of the year.
Taurus (April 21-May 21)
**** Police look the
other way when drivers
hit trick-or-treaters that
are not wearing light colors in
order to teach those durned
kids a lesson.
Gemini (May 22-June 21)
***** If you end up at a
party where “The
Monster Mash” gets played,
you’ll be the talk of the party if
you can recite all of the awe-
some lyrics. Some folks at the
party might even go so far as to
dub you a “Graveyard Smash.”
Cancer (June 22-July 22)
**** Go to a bar down-
town this evening and
you may be surprised at how
many costumes were able to
incorporate cleavage.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 23)
*** Remember now kids,
don’t take candy from
strangers — except for on cer-
tain evenings.
Virgo (Aug. 24-Sept. 22)
**** REDRUM is murder
spelled backwards, but
I’ll bet you didn’t know that
POP spelled backwards is still
pop, did you? Same with “bob”
and “dog.” Well, not dog.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Who would really win
between Jason and
Freddy? Who cares, Shaquille
O’Neal could out-rebound, out-
rap and out-class the both of
them. Party on Shaqdiesel.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Halloween originated
over a dozen years ago
when a bunch of dudes named
Hal got together to discuss how
they could improve their chil-
drens’ diets. They finally settled
on weening their kids off of
candy by forcing them dress up
for no reason and go door to door
collecting candy to throw away.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec.
21) **** Usually the title
of this section is horo-
scopes for the ignorant, but
today it’s horrorscopes!!! How
clever and funny is that?!!
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan.
19) ***** The costume
of the year is still going
to be Gwenyth circa “Bounce.”
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Frenchtown, MT
does not celebrate regular
Halloween, they celebrate
Germanhalloween.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** All Halloween par-
ties stop promptly at
midnight, because Nov. 1
is not a holiday.
Horrorscopes
for the ignorant
Sometimes, under the guise of try-
ing to be hip and cool, a potentially
good adult-humor oriented cartoon
ends up being extremely lame.
Such is the case with the new
Comedy Central cartoon “Kid
Notorious.”
“Kid Notorious” is a semi-autobio-
graphical account of the life of pro-
ducer, writer and actor Robert Evans.
The Kaimin received a promotional
viewing copy of the first three episodes
of the show including the sketches “Hip
Hop to the Godfather,” “F-You Soup,”
and “Locked Picture,” respectively. 
The main premise of “Hip Hop to
the Godfather” is that Evans is trying to
make a Broadway version of the
Godfather, incorporating elements of
gangsta rap culture. He’s doing this to
compete with his archenemy Sharon
Stone, who is planning on creating a
Broadway version of the “Vagina
Monologues.” Some parts of the
episode are funny, but seriously lack
cleverness and intelligent wit. Perhaps
one of the funniest parts of the episode
is when Evans is locked up in jail for
crashing into a fitness center with his
car. In jail he defends an old white man
from getting his ass kicked by a group
of black gangsta rappers. After a free
style rap session between two enemy
gangstas, Evans realizes that he would
be able to meld the story of the
Godfather with gangsta rap culture into
a Broadway hit. He recruits two of the
gangstas to play the lead roles, with the
gangstas’ friends for backup roles.
Other than that scene, the rest of
the episode is pretty lackluster. I got
the feeling throughout this cartoon
and the two episodes following this
show is nothing more than Evans’
lame attempt at self-aggrandizement. 
“Kid Notorious” pales in compari-
son to such adult-humor oriented car-
toons as “Sealab 2021,” “Aqua Teen
Hunger Force” and “Family Guy.”
Satire is used throughout the three
episodes, but the humor is less
poignant when compared to the
humor of classic sketch comedy
shows like “Kids in the Hall,” “The
Upright Citizens Brigade,” “Mr.
Show” and “Monty Python’s Flying
Circus.” This show relies too heavily
on sexual innuendo and cheesy drug
humor as its selling point, leaving
much to be desired. 
Maybe it’s me that’s lame; I just can’t
get into the rather sophomoric and bor-
ing humor found in this show. But per-
haps the producers of this show could
take cues from the shows mentioned
above and realize that they don’t have to
rely on asinine humor to be funny.
“Kid Notorious” airs Wednesdays
on Comedy Central at 11:30 p.m. 
Downtown will be full of costume-clad dancers at
Saturday night’s Queer Fear dance, hosted by the
University of Montana’s Lambda Alliance. 
The Lambda Alliance will host its third annual
Halloween dance from 9 p.m. to 2 a.m. at the Elk’s Lodge
on Pattee and Front streets. 
The Lambda Alliance is a campus group that is a sup-
port organization for gay, lesbian and bisexual students. 
Dancers are encouraged to come in costume and prizes
will be given out for first, second and third places,
Lambda member Kate Metzger said. Local businesses
such as Outback Steak House, Carmike and the Bridge
restaurant donated prizes.
Everyone, regardless of sexual orientation, is invited to
the dance, said Kenneth Mogan, the alliance’s events coor-
dinator. Students as well as people from the community
come from all over Montana, Washington and Idaho,
Mogan said. 
The dance will be like any other college dance for the
200 or so people expected to attend, Metzger said. The
group will be carding at the door as alcohol will be avail-
able to of-age dance-goers.
Metzger said the dance is “a place that members of the
gay community can come and have a good time without
worrying about people being critical of who they’re danc-
ing with.”
The $5 cover charge will help pay for the cost of the
dance, and any profit will be put in the Lambda fund. This
fund pays for educational programs and guest speakers the
alliance brings in. 
For PRIDE week this coming April, the Lambda
Alliance hopes to bring in Judy Shepard, the mother of
murdered University of Wyoming student Matthew
Shepard, who was killed in 1998.
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SUNDAY
Barnburner
This year’s Barnburner is full past the brim with music and activities.
Acts at this year’s Halloween music extravaganza include Carlos
Washington, Signal Path, Volumen, Miller Creek, Oddability, The
Krooks, The International Playboys and many others. Marshall
Mountain will host the event. Free camping is available, which may
alleviate the dent the $15-in-advance or $20-at-the-door will put in the
wallet. Catch a ride with the free KGBA shuttle from the University or
other spots around town, it runs from 6 p.m. to 5 a.m.
Violent Femmes
Day of the Dead
Nov. 1 marks one of Mexico’s most lively traditions, El Dia de los
Muertos, or The Day of the Dead. The day, which honors the departed
and celebrates the continuity of life, is characterized by temporary altars,
skeletons and bright offerings. Missoula enthusiasts will celebrate the
day with an outdoor shrine at the Art Museum of Missoula from 11:30
a.m. to 5 p.m.; a Day of the Dead procession at 5 p.m. and dancing and
music at the Elk’s Club at 7 p.m. Just when you thought Halloween was
over, skeletons come alive to dance and play music all over town.
Violent Femmes, with all of their upbeat pop and rock and
decades-long history of playing together, will perform at the
Wilma Theater. They will probably even play “Blister in the
Sun,” which might be more well-known than the band itself.
For the true fans, however, you’re sure to get your fill of clas-
sic Femmes. Tickets are $29.50 and can be purchased the UC
Box Office or Rockin’ Rudy’s.
SUNDAY (PART DEUX)
Robert Walter’s 20th Congress
Get ready for a loud and lively mixture of jazz, soul, funk, electron-
ic and rock, squeezed into the Top Hat. Robert Walter, former mem-
ber of that one-of-a-kind contemporary jazz essential Greyboy
Allstars, brings his organ adeptness and his band —20th
Congress— to Missoula. The Top Hat will be bulging with jams,
oozing soul and spilling jazz out onto the street.
SUNDAY (REPRISE) 
Too $hort
Ahh, that Oakland rapper with money in his name and
obscenity in his lyrics. Yes, it’s Too $hort, and he’ll be
representing West Coast gangsta rap at the Wilma
Theater with opening act Cool Nutz. With songs like “2
Bitches,” and “Call Me Daddy,” the X-rated show isn’t
exactly a family affair. But, damn, did you hear those
hooks? Tickets are $30. 
MONDAY
Yonder Mountain String Band
The last time Yonder Mountain String Band played in Missoula was
in the fall of 2000, an intimate affair at the Elk’s Lodge in which
the small crowd was treated to a lively helping of old-time picking
and energetic tunes. Three years later, the band has gained momen-
tum and is back — this time for a show at the Wilma Theater. Be
prepared for their stockpile of awesome bluegrass tunes, energetic
covers and traditional songs. Drink lots of water and get your carbs
— your going to dance until you drop.
Review by:
Ira Sather-Olson
“Kid Notorious” notoriously asinine
Alex Strickland
Kaimin Reporter
“Hey honey, let’s do the time warp
again and dress up like transvestites!”
said an excited movie goer. 
No, these people aren’t on drugs;
they’re just excited because they’re
going to a screening of the famous
cult film “The Rocky Horror Picture
Show.”
Created more than 20 years ago,
“The Rocky Horror Picture Show” is
a movie based on a play of the same
name. The plot revolves around a
somewhat conservative couple who
just got married and their chance
meeting with a transvestite named Dr.
Frank-N-Furter. 
Frank-N-Furter takes the couple
into his mansion during a rainstorm.
He is from the planet Transylvania
and is building a man-slave named
Rocky Horror. During the movie, the
conservative couple must re-examine
their sexuality as Frank-N-Furter and
his cohorts tempt the couple into lib-
erating their sexuality.
A Missoula screening of the film is
to occur on Oct. 31 and Nov. 1 at the
Crystal Theater. 
The film is a cult hit nationwide
and it’s a fun thing that parents are
bringing their high school and college
aged kids to, said Shirley Juhl, co-
owner of The Bridge restaurant with
her husband David McEwen. Juhl is
promoter of the space where the
Crystal is located, which is on the
first floor of The Bridge restaurant.  
“It’s interactive theater,” she said
about the show. “Usually you have to
be quiet at other (movies). You get to
interact with the screen and the words
that are said (in the film).”
The movie has been screened
about six times at the Crystal Theater
on Halloween, said Joel Baird, direc-
tor of Missoula Community Access
Television. He said he thinks the
legacy of the film in Missoula is due
to the fact that it’s a participation ori-
ented movie.
He likened the importance of this
event during Halloween to having the
Nutcracker play around Christmas
time, he said. 
One unique aspect of past screen-
ings included a group of people from
Bozeman who came to the show and
gave a 30 minute training session to
the audience, he said. Baird said the
group let audience members know the
parts of the movie where viewers are
supposed to fill in dialogue and physi-
cally interact with the screen.
Juhl said props for the show such
as squirt guns and newspaper will be
provided for those in the audience
who forget to bring their own props. 
Many of the more out-there cos-
tumes that people have worn to the
movie include someone dressed as a
fruit salad as well as a pregnant nun
handing out condoms, Juhl said. 
Baird said most people usually
dress up as characters from the
movie. “Virgins,” or those who
haven’t seen the movie before might
think some of the costumes, especial-
ly Dr. Frank-N-Furter’s, are a little
weird, he said. 
“The Rocky Horror Picture Show,”
will be shown on Oct. 31 and Nov. 1
at 8 p.m. and 10 p.m. respectively. 
Tickets for the movie are $6 and
can be ordered over the phone by
calling 542-0638. 
Ira Sather-Olson
Kaimin Reporter
Bear witness to the “Rocky Horror”
Lambda’s Queer Fear Dance set for Saturday
The Plug
Here’s what
Ryan Bundy
a senior
in Business
thinks you should check out
1. Aesop Rock (musician)
He’s this really cool underground hip-hop artist
for Def Jux Records in New York. It’s probably
the most intellectual hip-hop I’ve heard, 
completely opposite of the mainstream stuff.
2. Gillian Welsh (musician)
She’s a simple folk musician with an incredible
voice. Her music is really soothing. On some of
her songs she’ll just say the same line over and
over again throughout the whole song, but it
doesn’t sound the same.
3. David James Duncan (author)
He’s a local author who’s really amazing. His
works are really poetic, yet funny
at the same time.
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LOST & FOUND
LOST extremely sentimental silver/turquoise turtle
necklace 10/19 on Kootenai Creek Trail.  Reward:
327-1254
FOUND:  Engagement/wedding ring and band (they
are attached) found on McCloud on Friday 10/24.
Please call 243-5002 to identify.
LOST:  Black Day Planner w/ green check book inside.
Lost in North Underground- 240-6332
Found in Lodge:  Red bike lock key on 10/28.  Call
721-1002 and leave message for Jace.
Found outside of College of Technology:  Backpack
full of clothes.  Claim at the Cashier Window of the
COT.
LOST:  Black Dakine fleece hat 10/29 in North
Underground.  Reward.  243-1485
PERSONALS
BE SURE…get tested. Free, anonymous HIV counseling
& testing…243-2122 and press 1.
Flu Shots!  November 5th and 20th.  UC Atrium 7am -
5pm.
PART-TIME STUDENTS: Need health care? Curry Health
Center Medical Clinic Fee-for-Service is there for you!
Call for an appointment, 243-2122.
TAMING YOUR TEST ANXIETY SEMINAR!  Midterms are
here and this seminar can help!  Saturday Nov.  1st
9:00 a.m. - 12:00 at the Curry Health Center.  FREE!
Call the Counseling and Psychological Service at 243-
4711 to register.
ATTENTION DEFICIT DISORDER GROUP This group will
help students learn to manage ADD to optimize their
college experience.  Call the Counseling and
Psychological Services (CAPS) in the Curry Health
Center at 243-4711
OVERCOMING SHYNESS 93% of all people experience
some degree of shyness.  This group will cover
unhelpful thinking patterns, relaxation, assertiveness
and goal setting.  Call the Counseling and
Psychological Services (CAPS) in the Curry Health
Center at 243-4711
WHY WEIGHT?   This seminar, led by a counselor and
a dietician, is for women who wish a healthier rela-
tionship with food and their body.  Topics to be cov-
ered include:  thought patterns, nutrition, and body
image.  Call the Counseling and Psychological
Services (CAPS) in the Curry Health Center at 243-
4711
Lifeguarding class being offered @ the Montana
Athletic Club.  Great job for anyone.  Call Tim @ 546-
9719 or call the Club @ 251-3344. (Saturdays starting
Nov. 15th @ 10am)
HOW DOES ONE CELEBRATE THE DAY OF THE DEAD?  By
remembering those departed, celebrating the conti-
nuity of life, feasting, and giving gifts with a death
motif.  The latter available at the Peace Center Fair
Trade Store, 519 S. Higgins Nearby!
HELP WANTED
Bartending Positions in Missoula area Up to $200/
shift.  No experience necessary.  Call 728-8477 
Alpine Ski Coaches needed on Saturdays from 1/17 -
3/4/04.  Must have exp. working with kids ages 5-12,
ability to teach a group of 6-8 kids the fundamentals
of Alpine Skiing - Racing Background Preferred.  Send
Resume TO:  MSES BOX 9415 Missoula, MT 59807 or
email Laotto@AOL.com
Movie extras/ Models needed for Local casting calls.
No exp.  or age required.  Earn up to $200 a day.  1-
888-820-0167
Need a part-time nanny.  Reduced rent/board.  Call
Kathleen 880-8663
Make Money taking Online Surveys.  Earn $10-$125 for
Surveys.  Earn $25-$250 for Focus Groups.  Visit
www.cash4students.com/mtum
TUTORS WANTED:  Word/Family Basics looking for
Volunteer tutors to help in elementary and middle
schools 2hrs/wk.  Call Jodi 543-3550 x 64
SERVICES
PROFESSIONAL Proofreading/Editing, $1.00/page -
542-0837.
Carpet Cleaning Average Apartment $45 to $55 call
721-0175. 20 years experience.
FOR SALE
FOR SALE!  3 Griz vs Cat Football tickets.  Call 243-
1289
FOR RENT
WEEKEND CABINS - $33-$55/night. 251-6611,
www.bigsky.net/fishing Rock Creek Cabins.
Come talk to the “Rental Experts” for a great selec-
tion of apartments and houses.  Professional Property
Management.  721-8990.  Professionalproperty.com
711 Palmer, 3 BD New W/D, Nice interior, convenient
location.  $750/$750  239-2034
Cute 1 Bd Upstairs of house UM area Part furnished.
$475 rent/$200 deposit Call Connie 544-5011
MISCELLANEOUS
www.montanamaps.com
FREE LEASE:  Must lease 15 yr old 16.2 h Selle Francais
mare for dressage, jumping, trail riding @ my place or
yours.  Experience a must.  Call Lida at 829-1697
PTSA meeting Wed. Nov. 5th at 6:30 pm in Skaggs
room 113.  Richard Smith, former Montana Chapter
APTA President will be speaking about Physician
Owned Physical Therapy Services.
BE A BARTENDER IN MIS-
SOULA
Be a Bartender.  Must be 18 or older.  Make $100-$150
per. night.  Job placement in Missoula.  Get Certified
Call 728-TIPS (8477)
CARLO’S COSTUMES
1000’S OF HALLOWEEN COSTUMES, WIGS, HATS, JEW-
ELRY, MAKEUP, EYELASHES, CARLO’S ONE NIGHT
STAND. 204 3rd ST. 543-6350 CALL FOR OUR LOW
RENTAL PRICES 11-8 DAILY
CHANGE YOUR MAJOR
Not happy with your major?  Consider a degree in
Health & Human Performance:  Exercise Science,
Health Enhancement, Applied Health Science,
Athletic Training.  Attend a general advising session
to learn more about options and course requirements.
October 28, 12:30-2pm.  October 30, 12-1:30pm.
November 5, 1-2:30pm.  All sessions in McGill 106A.
Call 243-4255 for more information.  
COMPUTERS
Have a Mac?  Have Problems?  Call Peet at 370-4566.
Reduced rates for students and contract work.  Also
willing to trade.
COSTUME RENTALS
CARLO’S RENTS COSTUMES, WIGS, OTHER COOL
STUFF.  LOW PRICES, VERY WONDERFUL COSTUMES.
MARILYN, BOBB MARLEY, ELVIS, CHARLIE’S ANGELS,
MERMAIDS, NURSES, COWBOYS, MEDEVAL, FLAPPERS,
BIKERS, GANGSTERS, DISCO, NUNS, PRIESTS, JAIL-
BIRDS, TERRIFIC COSTUMES GREAT PRICES.  543-6350
EMPLOYMENT
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED  
$250 a day Potential Local positions 1-800-293-3985
ext 417
HALLOWEEN COSTUMES
WHAT ARE YOU GONNA BE?  CARLO’S HAS EVERYTHING
FOR YOUR FABULOUS COSTUME!  543-6350 204 3rd
NEXT TO BERNICES.  11am - 8pm DAILY
TRICK OR EAT
Come dressed in your favorite costume and join fel-
low volunteers to collect canned food for the Missoula
Food Bank.  Meet in the Davidson Honors College on
Oct. 31st at 5:30 PM.  Bring a bag.  Contact 243-5531
with questions.
The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week.  Prepayment is required.  Classifieds may be placed
at Journalism 206 or via FAX: (406)243-5475 or email: kaiminad@selway.umt.edu.
R A T E S
Off Campus
$1 per 5-word line/dayk i o s k Student/Faculty/Staff $.90 per 5-word line/day
K A I M I N   C L A S S I F I E D SThe Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Classified section. We urge all readers to
use their best judgment and investigate
fully any offers of employment, invest-
ment or related topics before paying out
any money.
LOST AND FOUND: The Kaimin runs classified ads for lost or found items free of charge.
They can be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.   
E - m a i l  C L A S S I F I E D  A D S  T o :  k a i m i n a d @ s e l w a y . u m t . e d u E - m a i l  D I S P L A Y  A D S  T o :  k a i m i n a d @ k a i m i n . o r g
Election
Continued from Page 1
lives,” Herbig said.
Council members and student
groups list infill — the policy of
focusing growth in already devel-
oped areas — as one of the most
important issues. 
David Ponder, executive direc-
tor of MontPIRG, said that
although MontPIRG hasn’t taken
an official position, he believes
candidates’ views on density
bonuses, which allow developers
to put more housing in smaller
areas, should be examined closely. 
“If the City Council decides to
proceed with density bonuses,
that’ll have an impact on student
housing,” Ponder said. “Students
should get out and vote with
force.”
Flint said infill isn’t properly
managing growth, and it’s an inef-
fective way to discourage urban
sprawl. Higher density makes liv-
ing in the city less desirable, and
ends up pushing people out any-
way, he said.
“Rather than discouraging
growth, it’s increasing it,” Flint
said.
Ward 2 Councilwoman Anne
Kazmierczak said that infill hasn’t
succeeded in creating new afford-
able housing choices. 
“When I first moved here, you
could buy a house for $20,000,”
she said. “Now, $180,000 homes
are looked at as affordable. It’s
not working.”
Kazmierczak also said infill has
been harmful to neighborhoods. 
“Plain and simple, it’s not
working,” Kazmierczak said, cit-
ing concerns that newly built
housing developments clog up
neighborhoods with higher-densi-
ty buildings and are less safe. 
Herbig said infill is working to
control urban sprawl and manage
growth, but that more input is
needed from neighborhood lead-
ers.
“It is a misconception that infill
breaks down neighborhoods,”
Herbig said. “It might not be the
coagulate during the cold Montana
winters. Because biodiesel coagu-
lates at a higher temperature than
petroleum diesel, the higher the
concentration of biodiesel in a
blend, the greater the chance of
coagulation. Coagulation makes it
difficult for the engine to run
smoothly.
The biodiesel used to fuel the
Bio-Bus is composed of the waste
grease from fryers used on cam-
pus, soybeans from Iowa and
products from a few area restau-
rants such as Tipu’s.  
Max said as Missoula residents
become more aware of the bus
and the new pump, he hopes more
restaurants will be willing to con-
tribute, and more people will want
to sponsor the project’s expansion.
“We’re building it one pump,
one station at a time,” he said.
“We need the community to sup-
port this. Back it up at the pump.”
Max said Sustainable Systems
is also working on developing
bio-hydraulic fuel and bio-motor
oil, which could improve gas
mileage by 3 miles per gallon.
“We need to demonstrate a mar-
ket, and we think that market’s out
there,” said Paul Miller, founder
of Sustainable Systems, which
was created in 2001 as a renew-
able energy and bio-based product
development company.
Miller and Max said people
who are interested in using the
new pump can contact Sustainable
Systems at 531-0976, and let them
know how much fuel they think
they would use on a weekly or
monthly basis. Max will give a
presentation about biodiesel in
Missoula to the Air Quality
Advisory Council Nov. 4 at 7 p.m.
in the Health Board conference
room at the Missoula City-County
Health Department, located at 301
W. Alder. The public is welcome
to attend to learn more about the
project.
end-all solution, but with a little
more work, I think we’re going in
the right direction.”
Singer said infill was not only a
good solution for controlling urban
sprawl, but could lead to progress
on other student issues like park-
ing and traffic. 
“The reason why we have to
have parking spaces on campus is
that students are moving further
and further from the urban core,”
Singer said. 
Both Flint and Singer said that
the housing-occupancy standard
Mayor Kadas vetoed last year is
not a solution to Missoula’s hous-
ing woes.  
The occupancy standard may
come up again depending upon
which candidates are victorious on
Tuesday. 
Herbig, who said she doesn’t
think the occupancy standard is a
real solution, said students risk
losing their voice on important
issues if they fail to vote in the
election.
“I have two sons who refuse to
vote because they are so disgusted
with politics,” Herbig said. “I just
don’t think that’s the right attitude.
You have to go down fighting.”
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kins were $2.
“If you’re cool enough, they’re
$2,” said student volunteer Kayla
Romberger, a sophomore at UM,
from inside the folds of her mas-
sive jacket.
Evidently, if you weren’t “cool
enough,” you could have bought
your way into the volunteer’s
good graces.
The students said they decided
to give Vicki Watson a bulk dis-
count when the EVST professor
hauled off 10 pumpkins in one
stop. She purchased the pump-
kins to use as decorations at the
contra dance to be held in the
UC on Saturday. 
“Now that was a big pur-
chase,” said UM sophomore Isan
Brant.
Pumpkin
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